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White Picket Fences
pull out their best “white picket fences”
response. Students are eager to laugh at
what they call a “corny dream,” but if anything is worthy of ridicule, it is certainly a
lifestyle that leads to embarrassing STD’s,
superficial relationships, and a substitution of latex for real trust.
Traditionalists do not believe in rolling back the clock. Despite the greatest
expectations of Wesley Clark, there are
still no time machines. Instead, traditionalists believe in preserving those aspects
of our culture that have served humanity
well. The civil rights and equality movement of the Sixties provided an excuse for
liberals to conduct a wholesale removal of
American values. It is not surprising that
this counter-culture movement continues
in Massachusetts—and has won a major
victory. Let there be no mistake; the leaders behind the movement for gay marriage are the same people that advocate
the elimination of marriage entirely. The
merits and costs of gay marriage are best
left to a separate debate, but it is important
to realize the motives of these self-proclaimed progressives as being both radical
and destructive.
But not all is gloom and doom for modern relationships. Traditional thinkers are
abundant, but are unable to express their
opinions for fear of liberal retribution.
This Valentine’s Day could mark a “coming out” of sorts for those who do not
subscribe to the anti-traditional message
delivered by this University, Sex and the
City, MTV, and the CBS nipple-flashers.
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he echoes of the Sixties continue to
shake the very foundation of what
makes our society great. Hippy professors,
man-hating feminists, and “free-spirited”
illicit drug use are the lasting legacies
of the reckless baby-boomer generation.
Even on this campus, where free thought
and tolerance should be prioritized, students with more responsible, traditional
behavior are worn down by the attrition of
“the college norm.”
Emphasis is placed on “Owning One’s
Miniskirt” or empowering oneself with
sexcapades like those described in the Vagina Monologues. Students with a shred of
sexual modesty are ostracized from their
peers because they aren’t “fun.” Won’t run
in NQR? You’re a prude—never mind the
fact that your children will see you with
full frontal nudity on a website some day.
The modest students of Tufts are
not afraid of anatomy. They aren’t at
odds with their human nature, nor do
they dislike having a good time. They
simply choose to live a more traditional
life. There are few places on campus
that welcome such people—woman or
man. The Women’s Center advocates a
more liberal, less traditional lifestyle.
According to leaders of TFA, men are
the enemy. By graduation, students have
been convinced that their career is more
important than companionship and that
marriage is for fools. Dating becomes
synonymous with prophylactics, and
even virgins keep a pack of dental dams
on-hand—just in case.
The has-been hippies who run Tufts are
pushing a lifestyle on students with which
only a minority of America agrees. For
example 53% of Americans are pro-life,
with particular support from women. At
Tufts, the pro-lifers have been seemingly
silenced. In social situations, people who
dream of having children and families are
made to seem un-cool. Mention stability and a hippy protégé will be quick to
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LETTERS

To the Editor:
Your right-wing publication makes me sick, just looking at the pictures of constipated Republicans on your
website reminds me that truly evil people do exist in the
world who are beyond any hope of being shown the light.
Logic fails to permeate your brains; rather, emotion drives
your kind to act irrationally under the guise of flawed logic driven by greed which is derived from fear. But I guess
there has to be balance in the world. Every positive has to
have a negative. Every good has to have an evil counterpart. Keep filling your place in the universe by spreading
your evil lies to the public; eventually the public will stop
believing. But, you’d never understand, for you have not
the capacity to grasp such concepts as truly independent
and reflective thinking is not your forte and you lack the
ability to listen to sound reason without putting up an
emotional defense that prevents its absorption and complete understanding. You can fool some people, including
yourself, of your seemingly righteous ways, but people
will only believe your false ideologies until the mirrors
break and the smoke dissipates. Viva la revolucion!
—Kip

THE SOURCE Welcomes

Conservatives-at-large:
Please report
sightings to THE PRIMARY
SOURCE immediately.

All

Letters to

the

Editor

The SOURCE welcomes all letters to the editor. Please address all correspondence to submissions@TuftsPrimarySource.org
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COMMENTARY

Can Curtatone Cure Somerville’s Ills?

O

n January 5, Joe Curtatone was inaugurated as Somerville’s
new mayor. Many residents of the city were happy just to
have a new face in office after previous mayor Dorothy Kelly
Gay’s disappointing term. Complaints about the last administration included a budget crisis and poor management of the situation concerning development at Assembly Square and other
areas of the city. Citizens are hoping for stronger leadership
under Curtatone, whose youth and vigor signal a leader with the
potential to make vital improvements. After one month in office, there has been some good and bad in Curtatone’s efforts.
Curtatone has made a number of reassuring decisions so
far. First, he’s taken steps to help reduce spending by taking
back cell phones, cars, and other equipment on loan to city
workers. Curtatone has even sold off the mayoral car as a
pledge to his personal stake in cutting excess spending. The
new mayor has also taken active steps to make use of the empty
land at Assembly Square. The land has been essentially vacant,
aside from a K-Mart, since a mall closed down there over six
years ago. While Mayor Gay was unable to negotiate a way
around the contract K-Mart has on the land, Curtatone has assured people that this land will not be squandered. Finally, Curtatone has instilled a sense of pride and trust in his constituents
through heartfelt speeches and community outreach. Curtatone
has made trips to Somerville High School in order to get to
know students, as well as personal calls to show his commitment to residents.
Curtatone has shown signs, however, that he may be a
two-faced politician. Despite his pledge to cut spending, he
has given pay-increases to certain city officials. The director of
the Office of Housing and Community Development may get a
raise of as much as $25,000. The Telecommunications and Public Information director’s position, which Curtatone gave to his
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friend Mark Horan, will receive a pay increase of $8,000. Horan
also acts as Curtatone’s spokesperson, which is disconcerting,
as Curtatone pledged to not having a spokesperson once he was
elected. The position of commissioner for the Department of
Public Works was also given to Curtatone friend and longtime
political figure Stan Koty back in late December. Koty has had a
successful, yet morally questionable, career in politics over the
last twenty years, most recently holding a position with Massachusetts state Senator Charles E. Shannon. Koty previously
supported Mayor Gay but jumped ship to Curtatone’s camp last
fall. Also, Curtatone has continued to mimic Dorothy Gay’s
policies concerning parking fines. During a recent snowstorm
warning, citizens were ticketed and towed at night even though
snow fell ten hours later than forecasted.
While it is far too early to make a decision on Curtatone’s
performance, his actions do warrant careful watching. Curtatone has the responsibility of avoiding the mistakes of his
predecessor and also staying true to his campaign pledges. In
addition, the new mayor has to deal with new problems, such
as the extensive drug crisis that has recently surfaced. It will be
interesting to see if Curtatone will make a positive impact on
the city or will be just another impotent political figure.

Topped Up

F

or a liberal Prime Minister, Tony Blair has exhibited numerous signs of strong conservative thinking, which have often
elicited comparisons to Margaret Thatcher. His strong solidarity
with George W. Bush in the foreign affairs arena shows that Blair
has the fortitude to place the well-being of his country before
party politics. An example is his proposal to reform university
education policy, which passed an initial vote in parliament last
month, yet has received substantial criticism from both sides of
the political spectrum.
Much like Britain’s other socialist programs, the university
system has suffered under centralized management. The continual expansion in the postsecondary
educational system has grown without
matched growth in government spending, leaving most schools in severe
debt. Without resorting to the typical
liberal reaction of increasing taxes,
Blair managed to find a solution that
provides more choice in education
and actually makes education free
for some students. At the moment,
university education costs students
£1,125 ($2,062) per year which is
barely enough to provide the enrolled
with decent schooling. In a payment
scheme known as “top up fees”, British
universities would be able to charge individual students up to £3,000 ($5,500)
per year of school. Blair’s plan creates
government grants that would allow
underprivileged students to defer payment on their fees until after graduation
when they begin to earn income. The
payments would not be required until
the student begins to earn more than
T H U R S D A Y, F E B R U A R Y 1 2 , 2 0 0 4
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£10,000 ($18,333) at which point the student pays back 9% of
the loan each year without interest. Should the student never
reach such income levels, he or she is not required to pay. In
this way, poorer students would have more incentive to attend
university since there is minimal up-front cost and no risk of
graduating into serious debt without a sufficient level of income
to pay off the debt and provide for living expenses.
Not only does the new Higher Education Bill encourage
lower income students to seek a higher level of education, it offers
more of an expanded array of opportunity for all students. Without the imposition of unreasonably low price ceilings on student
tuitions, universities are able to allow the market to determine the
value of education. Such is currently the case for international
students; British universities set prices for their international
undergraduates in a free-market system but are required by law
to accept lower fixed revenue from domestic students. In fact, the
price ceiling on domestic tuition drives up the cost for international students who usually pay five or ten times the fees of British students. Moreover, universities may also charge international
students different prices for certain courses (often engineering and
sciences cost the school more and this cost can be more efficiently
distributed between the institution and the student). Blair’s plan
allows a similar market for courses to develop domestically.
To Americans, the controversy of the top up fee plan might
seem to be much ado about nothing. The cost of a year’s education in Britain is still significantly lower than that of a private
American university like Tufts. Yet the large number of private
and public universities and vocational schools, coupled with an
extensive network of public and private scholarships and financial
aid provides Americans with a wide variety of choice in courses
and costs. Such choice is unavailable in Britain’s national education system, leaving financially disadvantaged British students to
their own devices in choosing between shouldering up front costs
or foregoing higher education entirely. Blair’s plan takes a significant step away from socialism by easing the burden on students
while saving the nation from added taxes and also providing a
wider variety of choice to all students. With liberals like Blair,
who needs the Tories?
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Sexed Up

L

ord Hutton’s judicial inquiry into the scandal surrounding
the British Broadcasting Corporation’s (BBC) news story
that Tony Blair’s government “sexed up” a report outlining
Saddam Hussein’s weapons capabilities cleared the British
government of any wrongdoing last month. At question was
a morning radio broadcast by Andrew Gilligan that implied
Blair’s government had deliberately edited intelligence documents to bolster its case for war. Hutton’s report showed that
Blair was not responsible for such changes nor was he at fault
for drawing the source of the allegations, David Kelly, into the
public spotlight, which later resulted in his suicide. With the
British government innocent of these very serious charges, the
blame now shifts onto two parties.
Firstly, the organization responsible for the false allegations, the BBC, showed little editorial judgment before allowing
Andrew Gilligan’s report on the air. The BBC prides itself on
editorial independence, despite its direct governmental funding.
While reporting on the war in Iraq, the BBC took it upon themselves to seem non-partisan towards the nation’s leader to the
opposite extreme repeatedly publishing biased anti-war news.
Hutton’s report found that BBC editors barely saw Gilligan’s
story before it was filed and did little to investigate the report
when the government cried foul. As a result of Hutton’s quick
inquiry, the BBC underwent immediate change in leadership; its
chairman and director-general have both resigned.
With the search for weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
in Iraq proving less than fruitful, the intelligence documents
themselves merit investigation. Bush and Blair both use the
excuse that the intelligence at the time pointed them squarely
towards waging war. On Meet the Press this week, President
Bush conceded that no WMDs have been found in Iraq, but asserted that Saddam “had the capacity to have a weapon, make a
weapon. We thought he had weapons.” Bush and Blair still hold
a wealth of justifications for attacking Iraq, the most poignant
being that Saddam acted as though he was constructing, hiding,
and potentially using disastrous
weaponry. As some have quipped,
Hussein himself was the weapon of
mass destruction. Yet, for the British and American governments to
claim that they made the best decision possible with the evidence at
hand, they must also do everything
in their power to assure the public
that such evidence is top notch.
Bush and Blair both set up commissions to investigate possible
errors in intelligence on Iraq. The
American inquiry is not scheduled
to conclude until 2005 and Bush
continues to deny that CIA director George Tenet’s job is even in
jeopardy. With the relative seriousness of national security, one would
hope that intelligence-gathering
organizations are held to similar
standards as the BBC.
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FORTNIGHT

IN

REVIEW

Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes
PS A judge ordered Al Gore III, son of the former Vice President, to complete a substance abuse program for recent marijuana
possession in Bethesda, MD. Apparently he should have kept his
drugs in a lockbox.
PS This month, US State Department replaced Courier 12
with the “crisper, cleaner, more modern” looking Times New
Roman 14 as its typeface of choice for official correspondence. Encoded messages, however, will still be composed
in Wingdings.
PS Thirty UC Berkeley doctoral students will be ineligible for
Fulbright fellowships after FedEx failed to deliver their applications before the deadline. FedEx plans to change its slogan
from “When it absolutely, positively has to be there overnight”
to “Hey, uh... how ‘bout a Rhodes scholarship instead?”
PS Last week in Punxsutawney, PA, the groundhog saw his
shadow, forecasting six more weeks of winter. Hours later, he
was removed by US Special Forces, deloused, and subjected
to interrogation on where he hid spring.
PS The beer company Labatt’s came under fire when their
commercial for the Super Bowl on Canadian television featured two women kissing. Further investigation revealed that
the women were paid for their endorsement—in reality, they
prefer Busch.
PS According to a Maclean’s poll, only 15% of Canadians
would vote to reelect President Bush if given the opportunity.
The other 85% want more televised lesbian kissing.
PS A similar poll revealed that 15% of Americans would elect
Jean Chretien as head of sanitation.
PS TiVo users watched Justin Timberlake bare Janet Jackson’s
breast three times more than any other Super Bowl moment.
Even the referees reviewed the play for illegal use of hands.
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PS A 40-year-old British woman wearing a chastity belt set
off a metal detector alarm at Athens airport. Airline inspectors are baffled as to why the 11-year-old girl behind her had
the key.
PS Roman Catholic priest Richard Arko of Ohio who has
been accused of growing marijuana pleaded innocent. Said
Arko in his defense, “Man, the H in Jesus H. Christ stands
for hiiiiiiiiiiiigh. You ever just look at the back of your hand?
It’s, like, religious.”
PS Leila LeTournea from Longview, Texas returned home to
find oil flowing out of her toilets, bathtub, and sinks. Ironically,
she was coming home from donating blood.
PS Top Ten ways to sink your own presidential campaign:
10. Make pancakes for SOURCE writers.
9. Use Botox and deny it.
8. Support the war in Iraq, but strongly oppose it, while still
supporting it— er— opposing it.
7. Rape Tawana Brawley.
6. Support your policies with charts… on the radio.
5. Expect Florida voters to check the right box.
4. Party with Alethea Pieters (J ‘02).
3. Get endorsed by Al Gore.
2. Drive a tank through Des Moines .
1. TAKE BACK THE WHITE HOUSE! YEEEAAAARGH!!!
PS Cleveland Indians minor league pitcher Kazuhito Tadano admitted to participating in a gay porn film two years ago.
Ironically, in the film, Tadano played catcher.
PS Raymond Mattes received his million-mile safe truckdriving award in a hospital after a driver ran his SUV into
Mattes’ truck filled with frozen french fries. Finally, SUVs
hate the French back.
PS Arnold Schwarzenegger will deny clemency to California
death row inmate Kevin Cooper, who is scheduled to be executed next week. In a press conference, the governor stated,
“He is targeted for termination. The T-1000 will not stop until
it completes its mission. Ever.”

PS Top Ten Jacksons you won’t see at the Super Bowl:
10. Michael Jackson: He’s going for a younger demographic.
9. Latoya Jackson: One nipple was more than enough
for CBS.
8. Joshua Jackson: Dawson’s Creek is soooo 1998.
7. Alan Jackson: He looks too fake in a cowboy hat.
6. Jackson, Mississippi: Favre left the state for a reason.
5. Shoeless Joe Jackson: Even if they build it, he
won’t come.
4. Action Jackson: The Rocky movies were better.
3. Andrew Jackson: Ewww!
2. Jackson College: Good job, Reitman!
1. Janet Jackson: Ever again.
PS Matt Drudge posted pictures of John Kerry on his website,
alleging Kerry had used botox injections in his forehead. A
campaign aide reported that Kerry was unnoticeably shocked.
8

Everything was okay for Dukakis, until his campaign tanked.
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From the Elephant’s Mouth
F SOURCE alum Chris Kohler (LA ‘02) penned an article for
Wired on life-sized “pillows” of Dead or Alive anime character
Kasumi. THE ELEPHANT is proud to see Kohler continues to offend on a national level…
F In this issue: Little Buddy reports, Ambassador Hall blew
chunks and fed it to EPIIC…
F Someone set up us the bomb: A suspicious package in front
of AEPi on January 5 was inspected and found not to be explosive. Whatever it was, it sure wasn’t kosher… In related Greek
news, DU and DTD are back in business after a semester of
social probation. Freshmen girls have inspected many “suspicious packages”…
F Musical chairs: Freshman, and self-proclaimed “bad senator,” Nick Schroback, who resigned from the senate, told the
Daily, “I had the time, but no desire to spend all of it on senate.”
Senate now promises to offer free booze and strippers at their
meetings… Freshman Evan Lichtenstien, who was elected to
replace Schroback, beat five other freshmen for the seat including Adrienne Vannieuwenhuizen. Verstehen Sie? Lichtenstien
will be represented in the senate by Switzerland… New Judiciary member Jake “DJ Chulo” Resnicow won a hotly contested
election, beating—er—no one. With a class that ends at 9:30,
and J meetings which begin at 8:30, DJ Chulo will arrive just in
time to mix the funky beats during deliberation…
F What Jew Talkin’ ‘Bout, Fares? The Spring Fares
lecture has been postponed to next Fall. Senior Jumbos now consider Hezbollah-sympathizer and Deputy Prime Minister of Lebanon Issam Fares
part of the Axis of Annoying. In response to
criticism of his handling of the lecture series,
Fares stated, “If the Zionist lobby and those revolving in its orbit are displeased with this… it’s
their own business”… Tufts Hillel and Rabbi Jeffrey Summit were honored by Hillel International
in December for their post-September 11 “Patches for
Peace” program which brought together students from
different cultural backgrounds. Coincidentally, Syrian intelligence was honoring His Excellency Issam
Fares at the same time for his “Patches to Defeat the
Zionist Entity” program…
F Night at the Roxbury: Tufts bus to Roxbury sounds like
a good idea. Just wait until it turns into the Roxbury bus to
Tufts…MBTA raised the T fare from $1.00 to $1.25 over break.
Harvard beggars are happy you have more pocket change…
F How much for that blondie in the window? The TFA hosted
“Own Your Miniskirt.” Maybe they should trade their new
skirts for razors… Tufts VOX sponsored the first ever Tufts
Sex Fair. They were looking for cosponsorship so they could
offer better rides…
T H U R S D A Y, F E B R U A R Y 1 2 , 2 0 0 4

F LCS sponsored an AIDS sex talk and concert in Cohen.
A woman told students how she got AIDS as an IV drug user,
and audience members received rainbow-colored condoms
and candy. Uncomfortable audience members refused to “taste
the rainbow”…
F Seoul Food: Tufts Vet School
put five dogs to sleep in January.
Coming soon: DMZ Cuisine, a
Dewick culinary adventure…
F Tufts alum Tony Massarotti
(LA ‘89) gave an informative
talk on Red Sox prospects—er—
“Economics of Baseball.” Administrators in attendance further
denied trade rumors which would
bring Big Leaguers Manny and
Nomar to ESPN-deprived Tufts
in exchange for Budget and Fiscal
Coordinator Ray-Rod…
F Last weekend, students schmoozed at the annual Trustee
Luncheon. Uninvited Daily staffers crashed the party, while uninvited SOURCERS had the good manners to keep their distance.
Except for TCU senator José Vasquez. And J member Jordana
Starr. And CSL Student Chair Talia Alexander…
F And our connections paid off: Senators approved
Tufts Right to Arms’ budget. Former SOURCE Editor Sam Dangremond begs TRA Prez Nick
Boyd to organize Valentines Day event:
“Guns n Roses”…
F The Secular Student’s Association challenges widely accepted views, but they’re really
just ASS-backwards…
F Over break, the University spent $60,000 on new
computers for Tisch. Former Daily columnist Lou
“LoUSA” Esparza (LA ’03) defended the purchase with
his magical abacus, saying that the old computers could
be sold for $47 million, “a gain of $107 million”…
F Tufts Progressive Alumni Network (Read: Lou Esparza and
Liz Monnin (LA ’03) and 1,000 monkeys with 1,000 typewriters) are “now seeking nominations for current Tufts seniors exhibiting exceptional leadership qualities, commitment to social
justice, and potential as future change agents.” Applications
from Agent 86, Agent 007, and Agent Orange are currently
under consideration… Nominations are to be submitted to
louisesparza@alumni.tufts.edu by March 1. Subject line should
read “Would you like fries with that?”
F THE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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Why professors and students aren’t even on the same page.

Books to Burn
by Nicole Brusco

T

Both the TCU senate and the bookhere is no doubt that if you are a Tufts
student you have noticed the exorbi- store found the Tufts faculty itself was
tant prices of textbooks at our campus to blame. Professors are indirectly
bookstore. For students on financial aid, preventing many students from sellthe problem is more acute because aid is ing their books back to the bookstore
and from buynot increased proing them online
portionally to book
It is an outrage that
before
classes
prices—rather, students must make
professors are conspiring start. One reason
is apathy and
do with what fixed
with publishers for
disorganization.
aid and scholarsaid
ships they receive. personal gain on the dime Valentine
that the vast
The bottom line is
of students who
majority of prothat we are spendfessors were uning too much on
already pay the
responsive to the
books. By buying
professors’ salaries.
senate’s requests.
books online it is
Ron Gill deeasy to save 3050%, and for some classes the savings scribed how especially in the English
department, where there are more than
can be up to 90%.
Ordering books online requires the ten sections of the same class, profesbooklists to be available weeks before sors are assigned to teach only days
school starts. During the fall, the TCU before classes begin. While these are
senate worked to make such a book- certainly extenuating circumstances for
list available to students for Spring putting together a syllabus, there can be
courses. The project was a decisive no excuse for ignoring representatives
failure despite the considerable efforts of the student body.
Worse still is the collusion between
of senators, who contacted each undergraduate professor and talked to heads professors and publishers, whose representatives
approach
of major departments.
Though some would blame the faculty and, using
bookstore for its unfair pricing, the monetary incentives,
bookstore manager, Ron Gill, actu- convince them to use
ally cooperated with the TCU effort to newer editions, or the
compose early booklists. In this case, same book packthe store’s and the students’ goals co- aged with an extra
incide. By buying more used books on like a CD, study
the booklist, the bookstore stands to guide, or solumake a larger profit when compared tion manual. Freto selling new books—and students get quently professors
students
better prices, whether online, or at the require
bookstore itself. All of this neglects the to purchase books
estimated $500,000 of buyback money, they use only once
that according to senator John Valen- or never, but do not
tine, students might earn if able to sell tell the students it is
only suggested. Gill
books back earlier.
said that some professors who use their
Miss Brusco is a sophomore who has
own texts for their classes try to stop
not yet declared a major.
the bookstore from selling used copies
10

because they receive a percentage of
each new copy sold. It is an outrage
that professors are conspiring with publishers for personal gain on the dime of
students who already pay the professors’ salaries.
President Bacow must, as an advocate
for of the students, make a permanent
change in the University’s policy. He
must demand ethical and professional
practices among faculty to ensure that
students are not used for personal monetary gain by University faculty. In addition, he must demand that negotiations
with on-campus and off-campus vendors
be done in the interest of the students.
This was clearly not the case with the
contract between the University and
Barnes and Noble, which runs the bookstore. Patti Lee Klos, Director of Dining
and Business Services, who is responsible for negotiating such contracts, told
THE PRIMARY SOURCE that each year the
bookstore pays Tufts $500,000 in part to
pay off our campus center debt, $10,000
for textbook scholarships distributed by
the financial aid office, $10,000 for faculty-related programs, and $40,000 which
can be used in any way (Klos could not
give details).
Surely, these payments are not being
made willingly by Barnes and Noble.
Why did the University want these large,
broadly directed, sums to be included in
the contract? If this contract were written
in the best interest of the students, the
entire $560,000 would have been directly
used to defray textbook costs. At every
turn, faculty are using student textbook
purchases for personal gain, and bookstore profits disappear into thin air.
The senators involved in this
project will be meeting with administrators this
month to consider options
to ensure a
complete booklist next fall.
If
President
Bacow
truly
does care for the
best interest of
the students he will
become involved in resolving this issue. In reality,
nothing short of direct action
by Bacow will change the apathy and
greed of professors when it comes to
their students’ textbooks.
¢
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Kerry mortgaged his house to pay
for his campaign. What else did the
Democratic presidential candidates
give up to run their campaigns?
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Joementum gives way to class warfare.

The Johns Take the Lead
by Steve Bleiberg

A

is such a thing as economic growth. Over the
course of history people have come up with
more efficient ways of doing things. Innovation exists, and the overall wealth of society
has increased. Look back 150 years and you
will find a world with no cars, no planes, no
electronic computers, and much less leisure
time for the average American. Through
creative thinking and hard work people have
created more wealth. In a free country like the
United States, there is a great deal of social
mobility. An immigrant can come to this
country penniless and make a fortune by his
own effort. Someone can start in poverty and
through hard work and frugal living over the
course of his or her life acquire a great deal
of money. Kerry and Edwards deny this basic
element of American society. Perhaps the
Senators do not understand this because of
the manner in which they obtained their fortunes: Kerry through marriage and Edwards
by suing businesses on behalf of his clients.
It is conceivable that they do not understand
that wealth is created, but instead believe
that it is merely exchanged. This view of the
world would explain why Senator Edwards
is making protectionist trade themes a major
element in his campaign. Senator Kerry has
also joined the “fair trade” bandwagon.
Recent polls show Senator Kerry with
a big lead in upcoming primary states over
his Democratic opponents. Kerry is even
beating President Bush in some nationwide
polls. It is important to keep in mind that
early polls historically have not been very
reflective of the actual results in the general election. John Kerry can ask his mentor,
“President” Dukakis, about that. This being
said, Republicans shouldn’t be overconfident that George W. Bush will be easily reelected. The economic views of John Kerry
and John Edwards are bad for the country,
and we should hope that the American
people do not allow either of these men to
become President of the United States. ¢

ccording to the conventional wisdom of George W. Bush, there are two Americas, not
about a month ago, the recent presiden- one. One America that does the work, another
tial primaries should have affirmed Howard America that reaps the reward. One America
Dean’s status as the Democratic Party’s in- that pays the taxes, another America that gets
evitable nominee. However, by concentrating the tax breaks. One America—middle class
on the fervor of Dean’s hardcore supporters, America—whose needs Washington has long
many in the media neglected to consider the forgotten, another America—narrow-interest
possibility that a large proportion of voters America—whose every wish is Washington’s
had not yet aligned
command. One
themselves with
America
that
When Senators Kerry and
any
candidate.
is struggling to
Edwards talk about the rich get by, another
While the Dean
campaign’s vast
versus “regular, hardworking America that
social network of
can buy anyvoters is impres- Americans” they often act as thing it wants,
sive, its disapif there is a fixed amount of even a Congress
pointing results in
and President.”
wealth in the world and that, Kerry wants to
the primaries so
far have shown if elected, they will redistribute raise taxes on the
it to be limited in
rich, defined as
that wealth in the name
its ability to win
those who make
new converts to
over $200,000 a
of fairness.
the Deaniac faith.
year. Of course,
The race’s new frontrunner is the all but it is highly doubtful that someone making
discounted old frontrunner initially surpassed $200,000 a year could accumulate the fortune
by Dean: Massachusetts Senator John Kerry. that Kerry has made from his second marriage
The only candidate besides Kerry to surge in to an heiress. Kerry’s wife, who inherited part
the wake of the Dean collapse is first-term of the Heinz fortune after the death of her last
North Carolina Senator John Edwards, a husband, has a net worth of over $500 miltrial lawyer adept at working his audience. lion. Edwards, who claims that wealth in this
Longtime Democratic insiders Dick Geph- country is made by “regular, working people”
ardt and Joe Lieberman have already dropped who are exploited by the “millionaire sitting
out of the race. Lieberman’s hope of coming by his pool,” has a net worth estimated at $30
on strong in New Hampshire with a burst of million. Both Kerry and Edwards claim that
“Joementum” was never realized.
people with higher than average inBoth Senator Kerry and Senator Edwards comes aren’t paying their fair share.
are running as economic populists. Kerry has This again brings back memories
pledged to “take on the powerful interests of Al Gore, who in 2000 frequently
that stand in your way.” This is reminiscent made reference to “the richest one
of Al Gore’s 2000 Democratic acceptance percent of Americans.”
When Senators Kerry and Edspeech, “So often, powerful forces and
powerful interests stand in your way, and wards talk about the rich versus
the odds seem stacked against you.” Edwards “regular, hardworking Americans”
has made the phrase “two Americas” a major they often act as if there is a fixed
element of his campaign. In his often repeated amount of wealth in the world and
stump speech, Edwards says, “Today, under that, if elected, they will redistribute
that wealth in the name of fairness. If
Mr. Bleiberg is a senior who is majoring
they take an introductory economics
in Quantitative Economics.
Howard Dean is a master of race relations.
course, they will discover that there
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America decides to take space exploration seriously again.

Manifest Destiny
by Nicholas Boyd

A

fter years of seemingly endless terest to remain a beacon of technological inunmanned probes and uninspiring novation and human courage to the world by
projects, NASA may once again excite our showcasing the power of American ideals.
imaginations in the near future. President
Other countries will want to jump on
Bush is proposing a return to the glory the Mars bandwagon, and they should be
days of human exploration with plans for a welcomed where appropriate. However,
permanent base on
we must keep in
the moon and an
that internaIt is in America’s interest mind
excursion to Mars.
tional efforts often
The idea is
end up either in
to remain a beacon of
already
exciting
or with
technological innovation failure
critics. Granted, the
our “partner” naand human courage to the tions taking equal
potential benefits
of setting up shop
for what
world by showcasing the credit
on the moon and
are overwhelmpower of American ideals. ingly American
traveling to Mars
are not nearly as
achievements. The
readily discernible as those believed to be difficulties in completing the International
associated with increasing funding for edu- Space Station and its increasingly limited
cation, health, or other domestic spending practicality further illustrate why America
priorities. Many of the benefits derived from must not let the Mars mission degenerate
a policy of aggressive space exploration are into a multinational UN mess.
admittedly nonmaterial, but that should not
The justifiability of NASA’s many costly
detract from their importance. History has programs has been subject to stark debate
shown us that exploration is very much a for decades, and the
part of human nature. America is right to President’s new plans
build upon this legacy.
are already mobilizing
During the Cold War, America’s success the “let’s feed Africa
in carrying out John F. Kennedy’s bold vi- first” forces. Beware
sion for putting a man on the moon awed the that radical argument,
country and brought forth an extraordinarily as it advocates wealth
authentic patriotism that truly united Ameri- distribution on an absocans in the belief that “we are Americans, lute, global scale. It is
and anything we set our minds to is within certainly a tragedy that
our reach.” In the context of the times, this millions are starving in
realization was especially significant, as it Africa. But by this logic
reassured a worried nation and the world one could question the
that the United States had what it took, psy- fairness of funding prechologically and technologically, to compete scription drug coverage
with the Soviet Union.
for America’s oldest
America today lacks the competition it when other nations’
once had with the USSR that so thoroughly youngest are dying in
entwined US space exploration and Ameri- their first six months.
can patriotism. Forty years after Kennedy’s In fact, based on the American standard of
vision, America’s challenges have certainly living, this philosophy would see every tax
changed. Yet, as before, it is in America’s in- dollar collected here spent abroad.
Conservatives can justify supporting costly
Mr. Boyd is a sophomore majoring in
space exploration because it is among the few
Political Science.
programs that can currently be better executed
16

on the federal rather than state or private level.
Space exploration will pay for itself not only
through an improved national spirit, but also
by adding to the long list of technologies developed or improved through space research
that already includes barcode scanners, sporting goods, eyeglasses, smoke detectors, heart
pacemakers, satellite communications, and
CAT Scan and MRI technology.
Critics howl about the imprudence of
the proposed space initiatives in light of the
deficit, but in reality the short-term financial
burden will be minimal. Most of the funding
is derived from shifts within NASA’s existing
budget. Returning to the moon is at least ten
years away, and it may take 35 years before
we reach Mars. Because our economy will go
through numerous economic cycles during
a long-term project such as this, the current
financial state of the nation, unless disastrous,
should not be considered crucial to the viability of such a mission.
If the Bush plan deserves any criticism, it
is of an entirely different kind. Bush’s budget,
by most accounts, sets aside a questionably
small amount for the proposed space initiatives. In the words of Senator John McCain
(R-AZ), “I am very curious to hear how
[NASA] Administrator O’Keefe thinks we
can implement the president’s proposal with
the very limited resources that have been
proposed.” It also remains to be seen whether
NASA or America as a whole can remain
focused on a project estimated to take upward
of thirty years. After all, it took Americans
“only” eight years to set
foot on the moon.
Even with a tragedy like the Columbia
disaster so fresh in the
public’s mind, Americans have over the
years come to take the
success of all of their
endeavors for granted.
Traveling to Mars will
be one of the most
difficult,
dangerous
and daring American
feats ever. Fortunately,
America has always
been blessed with
supremely courageous
individuals who will
always bear great risk to further their
minds, advance science, and serve their
country. Six such individuals tragically
lost their lives just over a year ago. RIP
Columbia, Godspeed to the astronauts we
send to Mars.
¢
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What part of “shall not be infringed” does the D.C. Court
not understand?

Constitutional Semantics
by Jordana Starr

T

ry to get a gun in D.C. It’s easy; just “the Second Amendment was included
hit up the black market in one of the in the Bill of Rights to ensure that the
District’s poorest neighborhoods and people would have the ability to defend
you, too, can own an illegal firearm. Now themselves against a potentially optry to purchase one lawfully in order to pressive federal government.” Because
protect yourself from the criminals who the District of Columbia was originally
wield them. There’s the challenge.
established to be the seat of the federal
The District of Columbia Code government, the Court reasoned that.
prohibits the possession of any firearm “There is no reason to believe that the
within city limFirst Congress
Although this decision
its “unless the
thought
that
person or orgathe federal seat
might have been well and
nization holds a
of government
good for the Court in terms needed to be
valid registration
for the firearm.”
protected from
of advancing its own
This certificate,
itself when the
political agenda concerning Second Amendhowever,
can
only be issued
ment was adgun control, the Court
to organizations
opted.”
What
neglected to acknowledge the court conveinvolved in law
enforcement,
the dangerous precedents niently ignored
and the only inis the fact that
set by the ruling.
dividuals exempt
since then, the
from this requirement are officers on District of Columbia has become a residuty, licensed dealers, and non-residents. dential area beyond Capitol Hill. Surely,
In short, the Code prohibits residents of the framers of the Constitution did not
D.C. from obtaining legal firearms for the foresee that, either.
sake of protection and self-preservation.
The Bill of Rights was composed
Because the District is notorious for in order to restrain the federal govhigh-crime communities and drug-re- ernment’s power over its citizens. The
lated activity, six city residents, some Fourteenth Amendment extends this
of whom had been victims of crime, restraint to state governments. Noting
challenged the section of the Code that that previous courts have found that
had barred them from legally obtaining the Second Amendment, by dint of the
pistols for self-defense. They cited the Fourteenth Amendment, protects an
Second Amendment in their grievances, individual’s right to bear firearms, the
pointing out their Constitutional right to Court concluded that since the District
bear arms. On January 29th, the U.S. Dis- is not a state, the Fourteenth Amendment
trict Court for the District of Columbia does not apply to the District of Columdismissed this case on its merits, con- bia. This assertion is both accurate and
tending that because D.C. is not a state, irrelevant—the District, as a federal ter“the Second Amendment does not apply ritory, is bound directly by the Second
to the District of Columbia.”
Amendment, which, by itself, guarantees
Expressing a need to consider the the individual’s right to bear firearms.
“character and aim” of the Second
Article I Section 7 of the United States
Amendment, the Court asserted that, Constitution states, “The Congress shall
have the power…to exercise exclusive
Miss Starr is a sophomore majoring in
legislation in all cases whatsoever, over
Political Science and Philosophy.
such District as may…become the Seat
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of Government of the United States.” The
United States Congress is bound by the
provisions of the Second Amendment and
therefore, the laws governing the District
of Columbia are similarly constrained.
Regardless of what the Court claims to be
the framers’ intent, the Second Amendment still applies to D.C. laws.
Although this decision might have
been well and good for the Court in terms
of advancing its own political agenda
concerning gun control, the Court neglected to acknowledge the dangerous
precedents set by the ruling. The Court’s
decision declares the Second Amendment
unenforceable in the District of Columbia, a federal territory, because it is not
a state. Following this logic, the Second
Amendment would not apply to Puerto
Rico either. Additionally, this ruling
opens the door for the other rights guaranteed by the Constitution to residents of
federal territories to be trampled upon at
Congress’ whim.
The United States Constitution, and
the Bill of Rights contained within it, is
not meant to simply be a decorative piece
of parchment. It is this country’s founding
document and must be obeyed. The U.S.
District Court of the District of Columbia
seems to believe that there is an exception to
this rule. Under no circumstances is the federal government permitted to break its own
rules, but the D.C. Court, in an act of judicial
tyranny, has legislated from the bench and
ruled otherwise.
¢
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In a late December news release for the
launch
of the WFP’s “19-Cents-a-Day”
Hall’s visit leaves audience hungry for more.
campaign, former US Senator and current
ambassador George McGovern had no
problem being publicly forthright about the
Bush administration’s political thought process. “If you look at countries where there is
50% unemployment where people can’t get
a decent house, or clean water, poverty is a
fertile breeding ground for the Osama bin
by Tara Heumann
Ladens,” McGovern said. “I think we’re gon the three minutes it takes to read this days by watering down a can of Campbell’s ing to discover that school feeding is going
article, 34 children under the age of five soup, and the sadness he feels when he sees to reduce hunger and ignorance and terror.”
will die as a result of hunger. Over one bil- children excited by the receipt of basic nutri- Even a Tufts freshman can understand that
lion people worldwide try to subsist on less tious staples. In 1984, he recalled, 50,000 there are clear political implications in a
than one dollar per day. Even in the United Ethiopians had trekked miles across the des- battle against global hunger. What should
ert because they have been the most informative component
States, 25 million
had heard that his of Hall’s speech was glaringly absent.
people go to sleep
Hall’s perception of the efficacy of the
hungry
between
It was disappointing that mission was arriving with blankets, political process was poor. He called the
two and four nights
Ambassador Hall, a man
food, and doctors. work of Congress “tedious” and added
per month and 817
By the time the that the effort of Senators and Represenmillion more global
with at least 20 years of
arrived, tatives “doesn’t amount to much.” The
citizens are routineinternational hunger relief group
however, almost Ambassador made only passing remarks
ly malnourished.
work under his belt,
all of the travelers about biotech food and American farm
After serving as
died from sheer subsidies but avoided going into further
a US Congressman
contributed little new
detail. Hall added that he favored NGOs to
exhaustion.
from a Dayton,
information to the Tufts
The Ambassa- governments as recipients of food aid, but
Ohio district for
24 years, Tony dialogue on these matters. dor succeeded in did not explain why. Proud of his record,
generating interest however, Hall praised American leadership
Hall found that his
among the stu- in world hunger alleviation. The United
focus was shifting
from the needs of his hometown to combat- dents and professors in attendance, but when States makes the largest contribution to
ing global hunger. To raise awareness and it came time to discuss the more substantive world food aid, which last year came to
concern in Dayton, Hall led a 40-hour fast issues behind world hunger, Hall’s lecture $1.2 billion. Hall also lauded George W.
and found sponsorship from local businesses fell flat. Hall’s story of deprivation was Bush as the most dedicated of the last five
American presidents to
and other supporters. Half of the $280,000 poignant but offered little
the provision of hunger
generated was distributed among Dayton’s intellectual stimulation
and HIV aid. When
food banks, the rest was donated to hunger for EPIIC participants,
asked if he thought
Fletcher
relief organizations abroad. In 2002, Presi- professors,
that international hundent Bush appointed Hall U.S. Ambassador students, and other interger was receiving the
to the United Nations Agencies for Food and nationally-minded underbudgetary priority that
Agriculture. Today, he serves as the chief of graduates. When asked
it deserved, Hall was
the American Mission to the U.N. Agencies what he thought is the key
evasive and responded
in Rome, Italy, including the World Food to stopping world hunger,
only by reminding the
Program (WFP), the Food and Agriculture Hall responded that we
audience that America
Organization, and the International Fund need “the population to
can always “do more.”
for Agricultural Development. Last week, go down and the GDP
It was disappointing
Ambassador Hall received the Jean Mayer to go up.” He stressed
that Ambassador Hall,
Global Citizen Award from students in the import of the WFP’s
a man with at least 20
non-partisan status but
Tufts’ EPIIC program.
years of international
Hall has years of experience working on failed to acknowledge
hunger relief work under
hunger issues and has traveled to 115 nations that hunger can only be
his belt, contributed little
to bring humanitarian aid. Gathering a large eradicated through politinew information to the
crowd in Pearson 106 on a Thursday night, cal change in a number of
Ambassador Tony Hall
Tufts dialogue on these
Hall’s introductory remarks were power- troubled nations. After
ful. He spoke compassionately about an all, a substantial portion of American food matters. Unfortunately for EPIIC, which
Appalachian couple that survived for three aid is received in Afghanistan, the Congo, presumably spent precious time and resourcZimbabwe, Sudan, and North Korea. Ap- es bringing Hall to campus, the Ambassador
Miss Heumann is a senior majoring in
proximately three-fourths of all food aid in only fed us scraps of information, canned
International Relations, Economics,
lines, and half-baked ideas.
¢
these countries is of American origin.
and Spanish.
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The Garden State finally decides to regulate its mutants.

Brave New Jersey
by Talia Alexander

O

n January 4, 2004, Gov. James Mc- organ, grown with an individual’s own genetic
Greevey (D) of New Jersey signed into make-up will be recognized as one’s own and
law a bill permitting embryonic stem cell not rejected upon implantation. It also allows
research in his state. The bill allows research better controls in experimental procedures.
The nation has not yet reached a conwith all stem cells, including those from human embryos and cloned embryos, though it sensus on stem cell research. California
stipulates jail time for anyone giving birth has permissive laws, but two states have
outlawed stem cell
to a clone or being
The
advantage
of
the
New
research entirely.
paid for providing
“embryonic or caJersey legislation is that it Since 1996, there
has been a ban on
daveric fetal tissue.”
allows research to
the use of federal
The bill is controfunds for stem cell
versial
because
proceed relatively freely
research. In 2001,
although there are
while banning areas that President Bush
huge potential benloosened this ban,
efits from stem cell
nonhuman experiments
federal
research, the proceindicate are more likely to permitting
finds to be used
dures involve both
for research on 64
be harmful to
cloning and killing
already-created
human embryos.
human health.
lines of stem cells.
Stem cells are
Guidelines
still
prohibit
the use of federal
cells that exist in both adults and in developing embryos and fetuses. These cells are funds for any research that includes killing
unique in that they have the ability to become an embryo. There are currently two bills in
any cell in the body, making them potentially Congress related to stem cell research. One
critical to developing cures for degenerative sponsored by Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT),
diseases such as Alzheimer’s and multiple would allow federal funds for both stem cell
sclerosis. Embryonic stem cells are espe- research and therapeutic cloning research.
cially unique in that they can also generate The other bill would ban stem cell research
extracellular tissues, meaning they have the and cloning outright.
Opponents of stem cell research in genpotential to develop into entire organs, not
eral and the New Jersey law in particular,
just missing cells.
Adult stem cells can be found mostly in often get caught up in
the umbilical cord and in bone marrow, from the moral snarls that
which they can be extracted. Embryonic stem accompany this lifecells are most often taken from the blastula saving research. Those
stage of a developing embryo, thereby killing that believe life begins
the embryo. Stem cells from any source can at conception consider
be transformed into clones by removing the the destruction of hugenetic material in any cell, usually an egg. man embryos to be
The old genetic material is then replaced with murder. Some fear
DNA from another cell. Researchers encour- that stem cell research
age the stem cell to divide, and, if an egg could create a suborreceived the new genetic material, it can de- dinate race of human
velop into a normal embryo. The advantage of fetuses upon which to experiment. Finally,
cloned stem cells is that any tissue, such as an opponents argue that the very narrow gap
between legal stem cell research and human
Miss Alexander is a senior majoring in
cloning raises concerns that humans could be
Biology and Environmental Studies.
cloned without proper ethical oversight.
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Stem cell research does not prevent
any embryo from becoming a child. Most
of the embryos destroyed in stem cell
research are the donated leftovers from
infertility treatments. The embryos will
never be implanted. If they are not used for
research, they will remain in a freezer until
they are no longer viable and useless to
everyone. Either way, they will never draw
a breath. Why should they not be used to
improve the health of the living?
The argument that we are creating a
subordinate race of human by using some
embryos for procreation and others for
research is absurd. The embryos implanted
during fertility treatments are not very different from those that remain in the freezer.
The only difference is that those left in the
freezer will never be born. The embryos used
for research will be as varied as the people
who donated them.
The ease with which stem cell research
can become human cloning is a genuine
cause for concern, especially when the
technique is so uncertain. So far, all cloned
mammals have suffered shorter life spans
and poorer-than-average health. To deliberately bring a person into the world who
would have a poor chance of a high quality of life has its own questionable ethics.
There are also questions about who would
be allowed to clone an individual, who
has legal rights to an individual’s genetic
material, and who has legal custody over
a cloned child. New Jersey sidesteps this
entire issue by prohibiting the birth of any
cloned individual. The law only permits the
creation of a cloned embryo.
The advantage of the New Jersey legislation is that it allows research to proceed
relatively freely while banning areas that
nonhuman experiments indicate are more
likely to be harmful to human health. The
law provides for an
oversight commission,
much like any experiments done involving
live animals, to prevent
ethical abuses.
Banning stem cell
research in the United
States will not prevent
its progress in other
parts of the world. To
technologically hamper
ourselves with respect to the rest of the world
will leave us without advantage in an area that
is generally our forte. It is not a sacrifice of our
national morality to do everything we can to
improve human health.
¢
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tions to social problems and recommending
Blind fundraising leads nowhere.
these solutions to politicians and government agencies. The mission statement on
the CSP website reads, “The Center for
Social Policy…engages in high-quality applied research, technical assistance, program
evaluation, and outreach activities that produce and disseminate knowledge aimed at
addressing social and economic inequalities.
CSP accomplishes its mission through active
by Andrew Sinatra
engagement with policymakers, service proIDS continues to be a problem on a the ‘90s. Spending growth leveled off in the viders, and those communities most directly
global scale. Since it was first brought early ‘90s, and from 1995 to 2002 spending affected by local, state, and federal social
to the public eye over two decades ago, the increased fifty percent. In the last few years welfare policies.”
While this organization does strive to imUS government has made efforts to fight the spending has reached over ten billion dollars.
disease. Congress has put aside money in its Recent legislation includes a bill passed by prove various social conditions, many of its
annual budget every year since 1986 to com- the Bush administration, The United States resources are used for conducting policy rebat AIDS both domestically and abroad. Early Leadership Against HIV/AIDS, Tubercu- search and lobbying politicians. The solutions
governmental efforts focused on educating losis, and Malaria Act of 2003, which calls proposed by CSP seem to be strained by libthe public about
for spending $15 eral motives—something not entirely suitable
AIDS and its
billion on three of for “scientific” research. Proposing solutions
While most people would
prevention. These
the worlds larg- and suggesting policies is fine, but producing
readily agree to help people est epidemics, tangible benefits should take top priority. It is
measures
succeeded in erasing
including AIDS. questionable whether the $1,100 earned at
suffering with AIDS, many
the mystery surThe bill, which the benefit will directly improve the life of
may not be so inclined if they was passed early anybody suffering with AIDS. Also, the CSP
rounding the illness and decreasin 2003 and will website doesn’t document any projects dealwere told their funds were
ing the number
take affect in ing exclusively with AIDS outreach, further
going to a research group
of US cases. In
fiscal year 2006, adding to the mystery about where donations
1996,
occurwill require at from this benefit are being channeled.
affiliated with a state
In the future, it would be more appropriate
rences and deaths
least 55% of
university, which is essentially AIDS spend- to give to a charity more directly connected
decreased for the
first time in the
ing go toward to the AIDS community and those suffering
the government.
US. Now, with a
treatment. These with the illness. Donations to an AIDS clinic
heavily Republican federal government, new measures mark a much more proactive ap- or hospice would be better than giving to
tactics are being used to fight AIDS.
proach by conservatives in battling the cur- a large research and lobbyist organization
where the funds will get tied up in red tape.
The traditional conservative stance on rent AIDS pandemic.
AIDS spending placed priority on prevention
On campus, there also has been activism An even better idea would be to give donations to a charity to help
over treatment. Conservatives have generally to help fight AIDS. On
AIDS victims in underhad less sympathy for those who contracted January 30, Leonard Cardeveloped countries
AIDS through their own actions. However, michael Society’s (LCS)
where incidences of the
the Bush administration has put treatment AIDS Outreach and Sex
disease are higher and
as the main goal of its new AIDS policy. Talk sponsored a benefit
treatment is lacking. It
Now that there are many viable treatments concert in Cohen Audiwould also be prudent
for AIDS patients, the Bush administration torium. Campus bands
to tell students exactly
is working to provide treatment to sufferers and performance troupes
where their donations
in the US and overseas, where it has seldom provided entertainment
are going and exactly
been offered. Conservatives have realized while LCS treated auwhat kind of help their
that medical treatment could help the many diences to candy and
donations will be used
innocent victims of AIDS, babies born from colorful condoms. The
for. While most people
infected mothers. This has shifted the conser- proceeds for the event
would readily agree to
vative stance from prevention to treatment.
went to the Center for
Suck on one of these.
help people suffering
When the AIDS epidemic was first identi- Social Policy (CSP), an
fied in 1981, US spending was initially only organization based at the John W. McCormack with AIDS, many may not be so inclined
a few hundred thousand. The next year, Graduate School of Policy Studies at UMass if they knew their funds were going to a
spending spiked to eight million. Spending Boston. Julia Tripp, a staff member at the CSP, research group affiliated with a state univerdoubled every year until the beginning of spoke about AIDS outreach and her personal sity, which is essentially the government. As
AIDS funding continues, it is important that
experience of being HIV positive.
Mr. Sinatra is a junior majoring
The CSP is a research and policymaking spending helps victims and doesn’t get lost in
in Psychology.
¢
institution that focuses on formulating solu- the shuffle.

AIDS: Who’s Getting the Aid?
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FILM

11 ’ 9 ’ ’ 01
produced by Alain Brigand
MAGNA PACIFIC

A

s part of a month-long lead up to
the EPIIC symposium, EPIIC and
the Institute for Global Leadership are
sponsoring a month-long film series.
The films being shown were selected to
correspond with EPIIC’s topic for the
year: America’s role in the world. Last
week,
EPIIC
chose to show
11 ’ 9 ” 0 1 — S e p tember 11.
Alain Brigand, a French
filmmaker, came
up with the idea
for a film composed of 11 different segments,
all 11 minutes
and nine seconds
long,
directed by 11
different directors from 11 different countries.
Brigand,
of
course, uses the
11 minutes and
nine seconds to
symbolize the date of September 11th.
The result is the film 11’9”01.
Audiences should be warned that this
is not a documentary. All 11 directors
use different fictional stories to express
their feelings on the subject of September 11th and its aftermath. The film exudes a very international feel and takes
place in 11 different countries.
The movie starts off with an Afghani
woman teaching young Afghani children in a refugee camp in Iran. Directed
by an Iranian, this segment surprisingly
balances anti-American sentiment with
other views. The children debate the
reason for the terrorist attacks, offering both the opinions that God must
have destroyed the Twin Towers, and
that God would not want to do such a
thing. Ultimately, the teacher asks the
T H U R S D A Y, F E B R U A R Y 1 2 , 2 0 0 4

children to think of the innocent lives
that were lost in the attack, as well as
consider the repercussion that it could
have on them.
The movie continues with a French
director’s depiction of a deaf French
woman living in New York City on
September
11th.
The
third segment,
a
strongly
anti-American
piece directed
by an Egyptian, attempts
to address both
the American
and Arab sides
to the events
leading up to
the September
11th
attacks.
Two
characters, an Arab
filmmaker and
the ghost of
a US soldier
killed in Lebanon, are discussing the reason behind the current
events. Much of this segment is spent
accusing the US government of insisting on inserting itself into others’
business. Particularly after looking at
the violence in Israel, the Arabs seem
to be unable to understand the American definition of a terrorist. Also, the
director tries to make the point that
Israeli and American civilians are
fair targets for attack. After all, they
did vote for the government enforcing
current policies.
A Bosnian film portrays the women
of Srebrenica still protesting the deaths
of their men, despite the news of 9/11.
A film from Burkini Faso features five
young boys trying to win the ransom
money for Osama bin Laden after they
think they have spotted him in their

town. An odd Japanese film shows a soldier after World War II, who thinks he
has become a snake after all the horrible
things he has seen in battle. Sean Penn’s
film, meanwhile, completely missed
the mark in capturing what Americans
thought or felt on September 11th. Instead, he focuses his story on an elderly
man who continually mourns the death
of his wife, even while the towers are
falling outside his apartment.
One of the most stunning films is a
film by a British director who follows a
Chilean living abroad after the coup in
Chile that put Pinochet in power. The
character in this film has already suffered through his own September 11th.
On that day in 1973, Salvador Allende,
the Chilean president, was murdered
and the country was taken over by the
military. The Chilean points out that
this was made possible with American
funding through the CIA and support
from Henry Kissinger, the Secretary of
State. The review of the history behind
the coup, and the result of Pinochet’s
rule look at one of the low points in
American foreign policy. Yet, the
Chilean remains empathetic toward the
American people and hopes they make
it through this terrorist attack.
The most chilling segment was
directed by a Mexican who took the
released recordings of telephone calls
between loved ones as well as clips
from news reporters and mixed them
with the images of the planes running
into the World Trade Center. The audience hears calls from those victims
trapped inside the planes and buildings to their loved ones. The director
juxtaposes footage of planes crashing,
people jumping from the towers, and
collapsing buildings with the audio of
hysterical news reporters. This segment
best captures the horror felt that day in
the minds of many around the world.
Unfortunately, this movie only supplies a subjective look at September
11th by 11 different film directors.
Those expecting a documentary or
movie based on facts should not see
11’9”01. The film is simply an artistic
reaction to what happened that day, and
sadly does not even touch on the wrongdoings of those that caused it. Instead,
the international perspective given is the
limited view of 11 directors saying the
US should be less self-centered.
—J. Slavich
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No Excuses

BOOKS

Closing the Racial Gap in Learning

by Abigail Thernstrom and Stephan Thernstrom
Simon & Schuster, ISBN 0-7432-0446-8

I

n their latest book, No Excuses, Abigail
and Stephan Thernstrom cut through the
political rhetoric and discuss the real reasons
for the racial gap in education. They particularly explore the situation of Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians—three broad groups referenced by politicians and academics alike.
The uncontrollable factors of a child’s education have been great obstacles to scientific
study, but the Thernstroms comprehensively
examine the problem. In No Excuses, student
performance is correlated to more than just
race or minority status; it is
related to economic status,
home environment, and most
importantly, culture.
In fact, the Thernstroms
find culture to be a decisive
factor in a child’s development—much more than
economic status or the educational background of the family. Habits reinforced by the
household and the community
are often counterproductive to
a child’s education. This was
especially true of African
Americans and Hispanics. Research shows
that African American students watch more
than twice as much television as whites. The
problem only grew worse with age – when
academic demands increase. According to the
Thernstroms, the Black cultural environment
was defeats efforts made in the classroom
to improve performance. The Asian cultural
environment, on the other hand, encourages
good learning habits.
In No Excuses, the authors do not place
blame on differences in innate intelligence,
nor do they absolve bad teachers and wasteful school systems. Research has shown that
the problem cannot be solved with money
alone. Missouri squandered millions in its
attempt to desegregate its schools by building “lavish science labs, a greenhouse, a
planetarium… [and] a wildlife sanctuary.”
Yet the children still could not read. The
Kansas City school district expenditures
have been called “the longest running and
most expensive experiment in the history of
U.S. public education.”

$26.00, hardcover
There are no substitutes for good teaching
and good tests. The No Child Left Behind
Act, according to the Thernstroms, was a step
in the right direction. Emphasis should be
placed on evaluating a child’s reading skills
with a proven system – as early as possible.
Reading is the key to educational success,
and failure to recognize gaps in reading ability can dramatically impact a child’s future.
No Child Left Behind has drawn significant, but unearned, criticism from
Democrats who claim the measure is only
a federal mandate without
funding. They believe the
measure will ultimately fail
for this reason, but they do
not explain why the funding
must come from the federal
government. Additional taxes,
whether mandated by the
state or federal government,
always come from the same
source: the taxpayer. From
the taxpayer’s perspective, it is
preferable that their tax dollars
stay in-state. Federally funded
education is simply a step in
the direction of big government.
The various statistical gaps between the
races have plagued America with social strife
and frustration. The wage and employment
gap between whites, Blacks, and Hispanics
is of particular concern. No Excuses sheds
light on the real root of the problem; employment statistics often evaluate education by the
number of years completed. This obscures the
truth that Blacks graduating high school do
not have the same set of skills that whites or
Asians do. When left with a choice between a
high school graduate with 8th grade skills and
another with 12th grade skills, employers will
try to make the most of their money.
This book is a must read for anyone who
wishes to understand the growing gap in
performance between the races in American
schools. In fact, it has become a textbook for
Tufts’ own Political Science department.
Conservatives and liberals cannot afford
to play partisan politics over something so
precious as America’s children.
—Brandon Balkind
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FEat food at the Naked Quad Reception
FRun naked at the Senior Dinner
FTake her to Carmichael…
F…and make her use her own meal plan
FAsk if she takes Points
FCause her “wardrobe” to “malfunction”
FReplace her PRIMARY SOURCE with
an Observer
FFall asleep during her vagina’s
monologue
FInvite him to the Neverland Ranch
FInvite her to a hotel room in Colorado
FForget to mail her Fulbright
application
FThink “study a broad” is a clever line
FGo to the shooting range with TRA
FTell her your .22 is really a .44
Magnum
FRefuse to “believe in a thing
called love”
FHide your WMD and refuse
inspections
FCampaign for Howard Dean
FShout, “YEEAAAAARGH!”
FThink high school government still
means something
FTell your girlfriend of 3 years that you
might be bisexual
FHook up with The Ugly One
FPropose on RumorsDaily.com
FMiss your first two field goals so
everyone thinks you’re great when
you win the game on the third
FWrite for The Zamboni and Radix
FAsk her to sign a sex consent form
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...to Lose
Your Lover

VI

FInsist that no means “In the SAC”
FAppear in a Viagra ad
FPlay for the Texas Rangers
FInvite her to a “Vulvapolooza”
FBreak her leg so she can be more
“diverse”
FGive her a SOURCE Valentine card
FTell him you’ll date Tufts but marry
Harvard
FOwn her miniskirt
FOwn his miniskirt
FMeet her on Elimidate
FMeet him on Jumbo Love Match
FQuote Strong Bad in bed
(“Burnination!”)
FQuote Ann Coulter in bed (“Traitor!”)
FBuy a hugging pillow with
your Xbox…
F…and ask TFA to cosponsor the
pillow fight
FObserve the “different zipcodes” rule
while abroad
FWrite for the SOURCE after graduating
FTell her your milkshake is better
than hers
FTake her to Café Tisch
FTake him to a Tisch bathroom
FLament the days of Jessica Biel
FComplain about how ugly all Tufts
students are…
F…and forget to consider what that
says about you
FJoin THE PRIMARY SOURCE
FAppear on the SOURCE cover for a
fourth time
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NOTABLE
Do you realize that high school student government doesn’t matter?
—Josh Belkin, questioning freshman candidates for senate
What continues to astonish me is that more of
the American public continues to think there’s
some connection between Iraq and terrorism,
which just isn’t true.
—Fletcher Professor Hurst Hannum
[Saddam] admitted to the UN he had enough
chemical and biological to kill millions of
people, supported terrorism, [and] tried to
assassinate former President Bush. I repeat:
We are safer with Saddam Hussein in prison
than in power.
—Joe Lieberman
I do not feel obliged to believe that the same
God who has endowed us with sense, reason,
and intellect has intended us to forgo their use.
—Galileo Galilei
Michael Moore simultaneously represents
everything I detest in a human being and everything I feel obligated to defend in an American.
Quite simply, it is that stupid moron’s right to
be that utterly, completely wrong
—Dennis Miller
African Americans know oppression and have a
natural empathy for others who are oppressed.
And the fact is that what happens to chickens
for KFC is the worst cruelty that anybody can
possibly imagine.
—Bruce Friedrich, director of vegan outreach for PETA
If we’re so cruel to minorities, why do they keep
coming here? Why aren’t they sneaking across the
Mexican border to make their way to the Taliban?
—Ann Coulter
Our country! In her intercourse with foreign
nations, may she always be in the right; but our
country, right or wrong!
—Steven Decatur
When I die, I desire no better winding sheet
than the Stars and Stripes, and no softer pillow
than the Constitution of my country.
—Andrew Johnson

AND

QUOTABLE

The activist base of the Democratic Party today strikes me as demonstrably more paranoid
and irrational about George Bush than even
the most “obsessed” of my conservative
brethren ever were [about Bill Clinton]. And
to Bush’s credit, he’s not biting his lip and
whining about it.
—Jonah Goldberg
I’m not the greatest; I’m the double greatest.
Not only do I knock ‘em out, I pick the round.
—Muhammad Ali
Those without swords can still die upon them.
—Éowyn, The Two Towers
One should never allow chaos to develop in
order to avoid going to war, because one does
not avoid a war but instead puts it off to his
disadvantage.
—Niccolo Machiavelli
War will exist as long as there’s a food chain.
—P.J. O’Rourke
Welfare’s purpose should be to eliminate, as far
as possible, the need for its own existence.
—Ronald Reagan
Women have plenty of roles in which they
can serve with distinction: some of us even
run countries. But generally we are better at
wielding the handbag than the bayonet.
—Margaret Thatcher
Look. Every partisan in every party has to
learn one thing: Sometimes your people are
wrong. To paraphrase an old retort, saying “My
party, right or wrong” is like saying “My Kennedy, drunk or sober.” Credibility is earned, and
standing up and saying “Fie!” now and then
reinforces your truthfulness.
—James Lileks
A good plan violently executed right now is far
better than a perfect plan executed next week.
—George S. Patton
Any man worth his salt will stick up for what he
believes right, but it takes a slightly better man
to acknowledge instantly and without reservation that he is in error.
—Andrew Jackson

It is easier to do a job right than to explain
why you didn’t.
—Martin Van Buren
To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of preserving peace.
—George Washington
A husband is like a horse. At the end of the day he
is usually rode hard and put away sweaty. Just like
in the movies, if his master drives and beats him,
he’ll go just so far before bucking and rebelling.
—Dr. Laura Schlessinger
The toxic chemical ricin was discovered in the
U.S. Capitol this week. Even more bad news;
it’s beating Dennis Kucinich in the polls.
—Craig Kilborn
Absolute tolerance is altogether impossible; the
allegedly absolute tolerance turns into ferocious
hatred of those who have stated clearly and
most forcefully that there are unchangeable
standards founded in the nature of man and the
nature of things.
—Leo Stauss
There’s no such thing as a good gun. There’s
no such thing as a bad gun. A gun in the
hands of a bad man is a very dangerous thing.
A gun in the hands of a good person is no
danger to anyone except the bad guys.
—Charlton Heston
Congressman Kucinich is holding up a pie chart,
which is not truly effective on radio.
—Debate moderator Neal Conan
The only difference between a tax man and a taxidermist is that the taxidermist leaves the skin.
—Mark Twain
Even if smog were a risk to human life, we must
remember that life in nature, without technology, is wholesale death.
—Ayn Rand
Former Governor Gray Davis has made a guest
appearance on the CBS sitcom ‘Yes Dear,’
which has got to be nerve wracking for him,
knowing that at any moment he screws up he
could be replaced by an actor ... again.
—Jay Leno

